
SVEN
DENIGRAD
Investment Banking

svenden@email.com

(123) 456-7890

San Francisco, CA

LinkedIn.com

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Business
Administration

Finance

UCLA
2005 - 2009

Los Angeles, CA

SKILLS
Bloomberg

Microsoft Excel

Financial Restructuring
Negotiation

Financial Analysis

LICENSES
Series 7

Securities Industry Essentials
(SIE)

CAREER SUMMARY
Analytical and goal-oriented team player with 12+ years of experience
guiding clients in determining best investment practices. Self-motivated
and eager to guide and learn from Patelco's associates in negotiation and
risk assessment.

WORK EXPERIENCE
Investment Banking Associate
RBC

2016 - current San Francisco, CA

Averaged a rate of return on investment of 17%, above average
industry performance
Awarded Employee of the Year in 2019 for receiving 100% positive
customer reviews by sustaining a patient and customer-oriented
attitude while providing measurable results

Generated marketing collateral, including brochures and sell sheets,
that boosted new sign-ups to the company by 7%
Promoted from analyst to associate 3 years faster than the average
company analyst

Investment Banking Analyst
Berenberg Bank

2010 - 2016 San Francisco, CA
Spearheaded move to incorporate CRM in investment banking data
analysis, resulting in 12 hours/week saved

Wrote and presented financial analyses, both internally and
externally, 6+ times per quarter

Created a software filing system, keeping work secure and
protected while reducing time to recover records by 11+ minutes

Ensured routine administrative tasks operated, including scheduling
weekly meetings and printing posters of charts from data analysis
for presentations

Summer Intern in Investment Banking
Cowern

2008 - 2008 Los Angeles, CA

Collaborated with 6+ bankers to brainstorm pitches for potential
customers and generated PowerPoint presentations

Learned essential data analysis techniques and software use within
2 weeks, conducting independent data analysis and financial
modeling for the remaining 8 weeks of the program

Communicated key findings to potential clients, helping to secure 9
large contracts

Received commendation from 7 Cowern bankers as the best of the
13 summer interns, receiving an invitation to start work as a full-
time employee after coursework

https://linkedin.com/

